ALFRED NOBEL THE MAN
share. I wish to allot a certain sum to a beautiful but unpretentious
and unostentatious memorial tablet; another portion I wish to
allot to a philanthropic fund to be founded in her name, for which
purpose I have an amount of a hundred thousand kronen (£5,500) in
view. I have no objection to advancing a considerable proportion of
this sum pending the winding up of the estate." With reference to
the memorial tablet, he wrote in a later letter that he had not realised
that his mother would be buried in a family grave, in which his
father and his brother Emil already lay: " Let us have three bas-
reliefs—we must certainly include one for Emil—and let us reserve
one for the next comer, I refer to my old, worm-eaten self. I
suggest this only for the sake of symmetry, for folk such as I are
happiest without any portrait, both in the world of light and in the
world of shadows. It really seems almost pitiable to wish to be
something or somebody in this motley collection of fourteen
hundred million two-legged tailless apes, which walk about on this
earth projectile as it speeds through space/'
When he next wrote he had changed his mind about the "bas
reliefs, and thought that it was " better to give up the idea for the
present, and that for various reasons: for one thing it is difficult
to get a good likeness, and for another thing metal medallions are
gloomy and ugly, and also you cannot put several medallions ovex
one another without making the grave hideous. I want to divide
tip all my share in my mother's property, keeping only her Zorn
portrait and those things which I sent her from here, that is, the
watch, a silver filigree basket, the bracelet with the double portrait,
and a large piece of porcelain which bears the monogram A.N., and
which is used as a vase. I promised the watch to Betty Nymalm
(she had nursed the old lady in her last illness), but I fhmlr I am
sorry about this, as my mother was so fond of it, and I hope she
will let me keep the watch in return for compensation/*
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